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Dear Campers, Parents, and Care Providers,
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We're super excited about Summer Camp 2020 and hope you are too! Before completing your
application, please read the information below carefully to ensure your camper's prompt acceptance for
this summer's program. Yes...even those of you who have attended...FORVEVER Pay particular attention
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to the information regarding authorization forms (bolded, itolicized, and underlined) because it's
important stuff! Please don't hesitate to call with any questions you may have. Stay warm, think spring,
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and be safe!
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the same as last summer. S225/week (S32S for non-residents).
The fee form must be completely filled out and returned with the application...no exceptions.
Hardcopies of all oavment outhorizations must also accomponv the fee form (or be ovailable
online when applicobld. Confirmations will not be sent until these dre on file.
The waiver form needs to be returned with your application. This is required by our insurance
Fees for this summer remain
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We are closed the week following July 4th.
Please review the age groups noted on the application and sign up accordingly.

There are two weeks that Andrea and I are using for hand scheduling/special programming. Please

do not select either of these weeks.
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Physical forms and medication information forms do not need to accompany applications but must

be returned before admittance to camp. These forms may be brought to camp at check-in or
mailed separately. lf mailing separately, please use the address on the bottom of the physical

form.
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An early reminder regarding packaging medications...everyone must prepackage medications by
dose. Envelope must include campers first and last name, day, date, and time medication/s is to be
given, and the number of pills in the envelope. Small coin envelopes work great for this. Bubblepacks are also acceptable provided the information is complete and legible. Campers arriving
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without their medications prepackaged will not be admitted to camp.
T-shirt(s) should be paid for with a separate check. Please do not add the cost of the t-shirt to your
camp fee. Thank you ! Cut-off for t-shirt orders is May I't,2020.
Applications are due March 13th.

We are looking forward to seeing you this summer!

Mark
(92012s4-6234

Andrea

Camp

(920) 2s4-8334

1920]' 4s2-4221.
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